Translate these sentences
Work together as a group to translate these sentences.
A dictionary may be useful for this exercise.

Jas saya merah dan biru.

Warna topi saya biru dan kuning.

Jins biru saya tua.

Kaus kaki saya panjang dan hitam.

Write a shopping conversation
Below is an example conversation. Read it then have a go at writing your own.

Berapa harganya? = How much is that?
Berapa harga baju kaus itu? = How much is that T-shirt?
Harganya Rupiah enam ribu (6,000) Rupiah = The price is 6,000 Rupiah.
Apakah baju kaus itu mahal? = Is that T-shirt expensive?
Terlalu mahal = Too expensive